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THE DIVING MUSEUM:  A brief history 
The building: No. 2 Battery, Stokes Bay, Gosport 
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• 2010: Gosport Borough Council approved the use of  

          No. 2 Battery as a museum 
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• 2010: Volunteers prepare the building and install the exhibits 
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• 2011: Museum opens to the public 
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• 2011-14: Learning how to run a museum 
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• September 2014: 

 Accreditation procedure commenced 



2014: We discover PUSH 
 

• Rob Harper, Gosport Borough Council Conservation 
Officer, suggested that we attend the PUSH workshop. 

• We attend the workshop on 15 December 2014. 

• We met representatives of  

– The Architectural Heritage Fund 

– Heritage Lottery Fund 

– Business Development Consultants 

– And inspirational people from other organisations 
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As a direct result of that workshop: 
 



• We discovered a network of support we were 

unaware of. 
 

• We made valuable contacts with people who were 

willing (and keen) to give us advice. 
 

• We learned about funding sources that were 

available to us. 
 

• We were inspired and encouraged to apply for 

funding to develop the museum. 

 

 

As a direct result of that workshop: 
 



• May:  

– HLF ‘Expression of Interest’ submitted 
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• May:  

– HLF ‘Expression of Interest’ submitted 

 

• November:  

– HLF ‘Start-Up’ grant application submitted 

– SEMDP development grant submitted and awarded 

– AHF viability grant submitted 

– Joined a 2-year ‘Inspiring the Culture of Philanthropy’ cohort 
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2016: PUSHing a bit more 



• January 2016:   

– AHF Viability grant awarded 

– HLF ‘Start Up’ grant awarded 
 

• February 2016: 

– SEMDP development grant completed. 
 

• September 2016: 

– SEMDP ‘Ready to Borrow’ grant application submitted. 
 

• October 2016: 

– HLF ‘Project Enquiry’ form submitted. 
 

• November 2016: 

– AHF ‘Viability Grant’ completed. 

– SEMDP ‘Ready to Borrow’ grant awarded. 
 

• December 2016: 

– HLF ‘Start Up’ grant completed. 

 

 

2016: PUSHing a bit more 



• March 2017:   

– SEMDP ‘Ready to Borrow’ grant completed. 
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• March 2017:   

– Completed SEMDP ‘Ready to Borrow’ grant. 

 

• May 2017: 

– AHF Development Grant submitted. 

– HLF ‘Round 1’ Development Grant to be submitted end of 

May. 

 

 
 

 

 

2017: PUSHing harder 



• March 2017:   

– Completed SEMDP ‘Ready to Borrow’ grant. 

 

• May 2017: 

– AHF Development Grant submitted. 

– HLF ‘Round 1’ Development Grant to be submitted end of 

May. 

 

• September 2017:   

– Full accreditation to be submitted. 

 
 

 

 

2017: PUSHing harder 
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into a cohesive, structured team. 
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What PUSH has done for us? 

• It has enabled us to grow from an informal group of volunteers 
into a cohesive, structured team. 
 

• It has introduced us to a world of expertise in the field of 
museums and heritage. 
 

• It has opened doors to other organisations such as AHF, AIM, 
HLF, Heritage Trust Network, ICP and SEMDP. 
 

• It has provided us with invaluable insights and advice in all 
aspects of running a museum. 
 

• It has supported our confidence to apply for accreditation. 
 

• It has given us the confidence to submit applications for 
funding and to believe that we can succeed. 

 

 



A single one-day workshop has totally transformed our museum 


